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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let Cb(X; R) be the Banach lattice of all 
continuous and bounded real-valued functions on X, equipped with the sup-norm 
Ilfll = sup{lf(x)l; x E X} 
and the lattice structure defined by the usual ordering f < g if and only if f(x) <_ g(x), for all 
x 6 X and f Ag and f Vg defined by 
(f  A g)(x) = inf{f(x), g(x)} 
(f v g)(x) : sup{f(x), g(x)} 
for every x E X, f ,  g E Cb(X; R). A subset A of Cb(X; R) is an inf - lat t ice (respectively, 
sup- la t t ice) ,  also called in f imum-stab le  (respectively, supremum-stab le ) ,  if f A g E A (re- 
spectively, f V g 6 A), for every pair, f and g, of elements of A. 
When X is compact, the classical Choquet-Deny Theorem describes the uniform closure of 
semilattices (i.e., inf-lattices or sup-lattices) in C(X; JR) which are convex sets or convex cones. 
(See [1-3].) Asubset  AC C(X; R) i saconvex  cone i fA+A C A andAA C A, for every 
>_ 0. (We assume also that 0 E A, or what is the same that A # @.) 
Here is the statement of the Choquet-Deny Theorems for infimum-stable convex sets and convex 
cones. For a proof see [3,4]. 
THEOREM I. Let X be a compact Hausdorffspace, let S c C(X; R) be a convex inf-lattice, and 
let f 6 C(X; R). Then f belongs to the uniform closure orS in C(X; R) if and only if for every 
monotone a~ne functional ~ on C(X; R) and every x E X such that f(x) < ~(f) ,  there exists 
g 6 S such that g(x) < qo(g). 
We recall that an affine functional is a mapping of the form ~,0(f) = ~p(f) + r, where %b is a 
linear form and r E IR. The mapping ~ is monotone, i.e., qo(f) <_ qo(g) for all f _< g, if and only 
if ~b is positive. 
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THEOREM II. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let S c C(X; R) be a convex conic inf- 
lattice, and let f • C(X; l~). Then f belongs to the uniform closure of S in C(X; ~) if, and 
only if, for every positive linear form ~ on C(X; R) and every x • X such that f (x)  < ~(f) ,  
there exists g • S such that g(x) < ~(g). 
THEOREM III. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let S C C(X; R) be a convex conic inf- 
lattice containing the constants, and let f • C(X; R). Then f belongs to the uniform closure 
of S in C(X; ]~) if, and only if, for every probability measure # on C(X; R) and every x • X 
such that f (x)  < It(f), there exists g • S with g(x) < #(g). 
We recall that a probability measure # on C(X; ~) is a positive linear form such that #(1) -- 1. 
REMARK. The analogues of Theorems I, II and III for sup-lattices are obtained by reversing all 
the inequalities in each of them. 
Our objective is to prove an analogue of these theorems for the case of semilattices of Cb(X; ~). 
Our idea is to use the linear algebraic and lattice isomorphism between Cb(X; ]~) and C(/3X; l~), 
where/3X is the Stone-Cech compactification f the space X. Every element f • Cb(X; ~) has 
a continuous extension, denoted by fZ, to the compact space fiX. This extension is unique, 
since X is dense in the space/3X. The mapping f H fZ from Cb(X; R) onto C(13X; ]~) is a 
linear algebraic and lattice isometric isomorphism. If A c Cb(X; R), we denote by A n its image 
in C(/3X; R) under the above isomorphism, i.e., A ~ = {g~; g • A}. For every f • Cb(X; R), 
and every A c Cb(X; R), the function f belongs to the uniform closure of A in Cb(X; R) if, and 
only if, f~ belongs to the uniform closure of A z in C(/3X; R). 
When A is a subalgebra of Cb(X; R), the analogue of the Weierstrass-Stone Theorem for 
subedgebras of C(X; ]R), X compact, was established by Hewitt [5]. When A is a lattice or a 
linear subspace, similar results were obtained by Blasco and Molt6 [6], Garrido [7], Garrido and 
Montalvo [8,9]. 
The space of all continuous linear forms on Cb(X; R), i.e., the dual of Cb(X; ~), will be 
denoted by Cb(X; R)*. An element of Cb(X; l~)* is called posi t ive if ~(f )  >_ 0 whenever f _> 0. 
In this case, we write ~ > 0. 
Whenever f • CD(X; R) and a • ~, we define the sets {f < a} and {f  > a} by 
{f  < a} = {x • X; f(x) <a} and {f  > a} = {x • X; f (x)  > a}. 
They are called lower (respectively, upper)  Lebesgue sets of  f .  
2. THE CHOQUET-DENY THEOREM FOR SEMILATT ICES 
LEMMA 1. Let f,  g • C%(X; R), and e > 0 be given. 
(1) If { f  < a} c {g < a + ~}, then for every p •/3X,  F(P)  < a implies g~(p) <_ a + ~. 
(2) If  {f  >/3} C {g >/3 - ~}, then for every p •/3X,  F(R)  >/3 implies g~(p) >_/3 - ~. 
PROOF. We prove only (1), the proof of (2) being entirely similar. Assume {f < a} C {g < a+¢}, 
and let p • /3X  be such that f~(p) < a. Assume that g~(p) > a + ~. By continuity of f~ and 
g~ there exists a neighborhood V of p in /3X such that fZ(t) < a and g~(t) > a + ~ for all 
points t 6 V. Since X is dense in/3X, there exists x • V n X. Hence, f (x)  = f~(x) < a, while 
g(x) = g~(x) > a + ~, a contradiction. Hence, gZ(p) <_ a + ~o I 
DEFINITION 1. Let A C Cb(X; R) and f • Cb(X I ~) be given. We say that A separates  the  
lower Lebesgue sets of  f f rom monotone  affine funct ionals  if, for every monotone a~ne 
functional ~ on Cb(X; ]I~) and every a < /3 < 7~(f) and ¢ > 0 such that a + ~ < /3 - ~, there 
exists g • A such that { f  < a} C {g < a + 6} and ~(g) >/3 -  ~. 
We say that A separates  the lower Lebesgue sets of  f f rom posit ive l inear forms if, 
for every positive linear form ~ on Cb(X; R) and every ~ < /3 < ~(f)  and ~ > 0 such that 
+ e </3 - ~, there exists g • A such that {f < a} C {g < a + E} and ~(g) >/3 - ~. 
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Similarly, we say that A separates the lower Lebesgue sets of f f rom probab i l i ty  
measures  if, for every probability measure # on Cb(X; R) and every c~ < fl < #(f)  and ~ > 0 
such that a + E < f l -  E, there xists g E A such that {f  < a} c {g < a + E} and #(g) > fl - ¢. 
A probability measure/~ is a positive linear form on Cb(Z; R) such that #(1) = 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let A c C(Xb; R) be an infimum-stable convex set and let f E Cb(X; R). Then f 
belongs to the uniform closure of A in Cb(X; ~) if, and only if, the set A separates the lower 
Lebesgue sets of f from monotone affine functionals. 
PROOF. The condition is easily seen to be necessary. 
Conversely, assume that A satisfies the condition stated. We claim that f~ belongs to the 
uniform closure of A ~ in C(flX; R). 
CLAIM 1. For every monotone a~ne functional ~b on C(flX; R) and every p E f iX such that 
f~(p) < ~(f~),  there exists g E A such that g~(p) < ¢(g~). 
Indeed, if f~(p) < ~b(f~), choose a </3 and ¢ > 0 so that f~(p) < c~ < a + ¢ </3 - ~ </3 < 
~b(fZ). By hypothesis, there exists g E A such that {f < a} C {g < a + ¢} and qo(g) >/3 - ¢, 
where q0 is the monotone affine functional on CD(X; ]~) defined by q0(h) = ~b(hZ), for all h e 
Cb(X; R). By Lemma 1, {f < a} C {g < a +¢} and fZ(p) < a imply that g~(p) < a + ¢. On 
the other hand, ~b(g ~) = ~(g) >/3 - ¢ > a + ¢. Hence, g~(p) < ~(gZ). 
By the Choquet-Deny Theorem I for convex inf-lattices, Claim 1 shows that f~ belongs to the 
uniform closure of A z in C(flX; ]~). I 
THEOREM 2. Let A C C(Xb; R) be an infimum-stable convex cone and let f E Cb(X; R). 
Then f belongs to the uniform closure of A in Cb(X; R) if, and only if, the set A separates the 
lower Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms. 
THEOREM 3. Let A c Cb(X; R) be an infimum-stable convex cone containing the constants and 
let f E Cb(X; R). Then f belongs to the uniform c/osure of A in Cb(X; N) if, and only if, A 
separates the lower Lebesgue sets of f from probability measures. 
PROOF. The proof of Theorems 2 and 3 is similar to that of Theorem 1 and will be omitted. ] 
COROLLARY 1. Let A C CD(X; R) be an infimum-stable convex set. The following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) A is uniformly dense, 
(2) for each f E Cb(X; R), the set A separates the lower Lebesgue sets of f  from monotone 
atone functionals. 
When A is an infimum-stable convex cone, then (1) is equivalent to: 
(3) for each f E Cb(X; ~), the set A separates the lower Lebesgue sets of f from positive 
linear forms. 
When furthermore A contains the constants, then (1) is equivalent to: 
(4) for each f E Cb(X; ~), the set A separates the lower Lebesgue sets of f from probability 
measures .  
DEFINITION 2. Let A C Cb(X; R) and f E Cb(X; R) be given. We say that A separates  the  
upper  Lebesgue sets of  f f rom monotone  afflne funct iona l  if, for every monotone a/~ne 
functional ~ on Cb(X; R) and every a < /3 such that qo(f) < a and every ¢ > 0 such that 
c~ + e </3 - ~, there exists g E A such that {f  >/3} C {g > fl - s} and ~(g) < c~ + ~. 
We say that A separates the upper Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms if, 
for every positive linear form ~ on Cb(X; R) and every ~ < fl such that ~( f )  < (x and every ¢ > 0 
such that c~ + ¢ < 3 - ~, there exists g E A such that { f  > fl} C {g >/3 - s} and ~(g) < ~ + ¢. 
Similarly, we say that A separates the upper  Lebesgue sets  of  f f rom probab i l i ty  
measures  if, for every probability measure Iz on Cb(X; R) and every a < fl such that #(f )  < a 
and every e > 0 such that a + E < /3 -  ~, there exists g E A such that { f  > fl} c {g > fl - ~} 
and ~z(g) < a + ~. 
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THEOREM 4. Let A C Cb ( X ; • ) be a supremum-stable convex set and let f E Cb ( X ; R ). Then f 
belongs to the uniform closure of A in Cb(X; ~) if, and only if, the set A separates the upper 
Lebesgue sets of f from monotone affine functionals. 
THEOREM 5. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a supremum-stable convex cone and let f C Cb(X; R). 
Then f belongs to the uniform closure of A in Cb(X; R) if, and only if, the set A separates the 
upper Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms. 
THEOREM 6. Let A C Cb(X; ~) be a supremum-stable convex cone containing the constants, 
and let f c Cb(X; R). Then f belongs to the uniform closure of A in Cb(X; R) if, and only if, A 
separates the upper Lebesgue sets of f from probability measures. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a supremum-stable convex set. The following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) A is uniformly dense, 
(2) for each f c Cb(X; R), the set A separates the upper Lebesgue sets of f from monotone 
affine functionals. 
When A is an supremum-stable convex cone, then (1) is equivalent to: 
(3) for each f E Cb(X; R), the set A separates the upper Lebesgue sets of f from positive 
linear forms. 
When furthermore A contains the constants, then (1) is equivalent to: 
(4) for each f E Cb(X; R), the set A separates the upper Lebesgue sets o f f  from probability 
measures. 
PROOF. The proofs of Theorems 4-6 and Corollary 2 are similar to that of Theorem 1 and will 
be omitted. | 
NOTATION. If A C CD(X; R) is a nonempty set, 
A,n := {inf{f l , . . . , fn};  fi e A, 1 < i < n, n C N}, 
AM := {sup{fx, . . . ,  fn}; fi E A, 1 < i < n, n E N}. 
Notice that, when A is a convex set or convex cone, then Am is an infimum-stable convex set or 
convex cone, and AM is a supremum-stable convex set or convex cone. 
DEFINITION 3. Let A C Cb(X; R) and f E Cb(X; R) be given. We say that A separates  the  
Lebesgue sets  of  f f rom monotone  affine funet ionals ,  if A separates the lower and the 
upper Lebesgue sets of f from monotone affine functionals. 
We say that A separates  the  Lebesgue sets of  S f rom pos i t ive  l inear forms,  if A 
separates the lower and the upper Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms. 
Similarly, we say that A separates  the  Lebesge  sets of  f f rom probab i l i ty  measures, 
if A separates the lower and the the upper Lebesgue sets of f from probability measures. 
If we denote by KA(A) (respectively, KV(A)) the set of all functions uch that A separates 
the lower (respectively, the upper) Lebesgue sets of f from monotone a/~ne functionals, then A 
separates the Lebesgue sets of f  from monotone a/~ne functionals, if f belongs to K i ( A ) NK v ( A ). 
If we denote by L ^  ( A ) (respectively, LV(A)) the set of all functions uch that A separates the 
lower (respectively, the upper) Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms, then A separates 
the Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms, if f belongs to L i (A) n L v (A). 
Similarly, if we denote by MA(A) (respectively, MY(A)) the set of all functions uch that A 
separates the lower (respectively, the upper) Lebesgue sets o f f  from probability measures, then A 
separates the Lebesgue sets of f from probability measures, if f E M i (A) n MV(A). 
THEOREM 7. Let A C Cb(X; ~) be a convex set (respectively, a convex cone) such that, for 
every f ~ Cb(X; R), the set A separates the Lebesgue sets o f f  from monotone affine functionals 
(respectively, positive linear forms). Then 
"Am : "AM = Cb(X; R). 
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PROOF. By hypothesis K^(A) n KV(A) = Cb(X; R). Hence, KA(Am) D KA(A) = Cb(X; R), 
and by Corollary 1, Am = Cb(X; R). Similarly, KV(AM) D KV(A) = Cb(X; R), and by 
Corollary 2, AM = Cb(X; R). The case of a convex cone is similar. I 
COROLLARY 3. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a linear subspace such that, for every f E Cb(X; R), the 
linear subspace A separates the Lebesgue sets of f from positive linear forms. Then 
Am = AM -~ Cb(X; R). 
PROOF. The linear subspace A is a convex cone and Theorem 7 applies. I 
THEOREM 8. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a convex cone containing the constants and such that, 
for every f E Cb(X; R), the convex cone A separates the Lebesgue sets of f from probability 
measures. Then 
Am = AM = Cb(X; R). 
PROOF. By hypothesis M^(A) N MY(A) = Cb(X; R). Hence, MA(Am) D MA(A) = Cb(X; R). 
By Corollary 1, A,~ = Cb(X; R). Similarly, by Corollary 2, -'AM = Cb(Z; ~). I 
COROLLARY 4. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a linear subspace containing the constants and such that, 
for every f E Cb(X; R), the linear subspace A separates the Lebesgue sets of f  from probability 
measures. Then 
Am = AM = Cb(X; ]~). 
REMARK. Theorem 8 and its Corollary 4 are the analogues of the results of McAfee and Reny [10] 
in the compact case. (See [4,10].) 
3. THE KAKUTANI -STONE THEOREM FOR LATT ICES 
DEFINITION 4. Let A C Cb(X; ]~) and f E Cb(X; •) be given. We say that A separates  the  
Lebesgue sets of f if, for every a < fl and 6 > 0 such that (~ + 6 < fl - G there exists g E A 
such that 
{f  < c {g < + 6}, { f  > c {g > 9 - 6}. 
We denote by L(A) the set of all functions f E Cb(X; ~) such that A separates the Lebesgue 
sets of f .  
DEFINITION 5. Let A C Cb(X; R) and f E Cb(X; ~) be given. We say that A and f have 
approx imate ly  the  same windows if, for every a < fl and 6 > 0, there exists g E A such that 
{f > a} C {g > a -  6} and {f  < fl} C {g < f l+6}.  
We say that A separates  approx imate ly  the Lebesgue sets of  f if A both separates the 
Lebesgue sets of f and has approximately the same windows as f. We denote by A(A) the set 
of all functions f E Cb(X; R) such that A separates approximately the Lebesgue sets of f .  
Let us now state and prove a result of the Kakutani-Stone type for sublattices of Cb(X; R), 
i.e., a description of the uniform closure in Cb(X; R) of a sublattice. 
We show that for any lattice A C Cb(X; R), a function f belongs to the uniform closure A 
of A if, and only if, the lattice A separates approximately the Lebesgue sets of f .  Namely, we 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 9. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a lattice. Then 
= A(A). 
PROOF. One easily sees that A C A(A). Conversely, let f E A(A). Let s, t E fiX and E > 0 be 
given. 
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CASE 1. f~(s) < f~(t). 
Choose 0 < 6 < ~/2 so small that fZ(s )+26 < F ( t ) -2£  Let a = f~(s)+6 and/3 = fZ ( t ) -6 .  
Then 
fZ(s) < a < a + 6 < /3 - 6 <13 < fZ(t). 
Since A separates the Lebesgue sets of f ,  there exists g E A such that 
{f  <a}C {g<a+6},  {f  >/3}c  {g>/3-6} .  
By Lemma 1, we conclude that gZ(s) <_ a+6 and gZ(t) >_/3-6. Now gZ(s) <_ a+6 = F (s )+ 26 < 
f~(s) + ~, and gZ(t) >_/3 - 6 = f~(t) - 26 > fZ(t) - ~. Hence, 
g~(s) < fZ(s) + ~, gZ(t) > fZ(t) - (,) 
for some g E A. 
CASE 2. f~(t) <_ fZ(s) 
Choose 6 > 0 so that 26 < E. Let a = fZ(t) -6  and/3 = fZ(s) +6. Then a </3. Since A and f 
have approximately the same windows, there exists h E A such that {f > a} C {h > a - 6} 
and {f  < 3} C {h </3 + 6}. By Lemma 1, a < f~(t) and fZ(s) </3 imply a-  6 <_ hZ(t) and 
h~(s) <_/3 + 6. Hence, hZ(t) _> a - 6 = f~(t) - 26 > fZ(t) - ~, and hZ(s) <_/3 + 6 = fZ(s) + 26 < 
f~(s) + ¢. Therefore, 
hZ(s) < f~(s) + ¢, hZ(t) > fg(t) - ¢ (**) 
for some h E A. 
By the Kakutani-Stone Theorem in the version of Bonsall [11], (*) and (**) imply that fZ 
belongs to the uniform closure of A z in C(/3X; •). I 
COROLLARY 5. Let A C Cb(X; •) be a lattice. Then A is uni[ormly dense in Cb(X; ]~) if, and 
only K, the set A separates approximately the Lebesgue sets of f ,  [or every f E Cb(X; R). 
REMARK. Let A be a lattice in Cb(X; R) such that, for every a < /3 and g E A, the function 
h = (g V a) A/3 belongs to A. Then A(A) = L(A). To see this notice that, by definition, 
A(A) C L(A). Conversely, suppose that f E L(A), and let a </3 and ~ > 0 be given. Choose 
6>0sothatC<sanda+6</3-6 .  There is somegEAsuchthat  { f<a} c {g<a+6} 
and {f  >/3} C {g > /3 -6} .  Define h = (gVa)  A/3. Then h E A anda  <_ h(x) <_ /3, for all 
x E X. Hence, h( f - l (a ,  /3)) c (a - ¢, /3 + ¢), and therefore f E A(A). 
THEOREM 10. Let A C Cb(X; IR) be a lattice such that given g E A and a < /3 the [unction 
(g V a) A/3 belongs to A. Then 
A = L(A). 
PROOF. By Theorem 9, A = A(A), and by the above remark, A(A) = L(A). I 
COROLLARY 6. Let A C Cb(X; IR) be a lattice such that given g E A and a </3 the [unction 
(g V a) A/3 belongs to A. Then A is uni[ormly dense if, and only if, the set A separates the 
Lebesgue sets o[f ,  £or every f E Cb(X; R). 
THEOREM 11. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a/ /near subalgebra. Then 
A = A(A). 
I[ 1 E A, then A = L(A). 
PROOF. The uniform closure A of A is a lattice. On the other hand, one easily sees that 
A(~)  = A(A) and L(A) = L(A). Hence, by Theorem 9, A = A(A) = A(A), or when A 
contains the constant functions, by Theorem 10, A = L(A) = L(A). I 
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COROLLARY 7. Let A C Cb(X; R) be a linear subalgebra containing the constants. Then A is 
uniformly dense in Cb(X; ]~) if, and only if, the algebra A separates the Lebesgue sets of each 
function f in Cb(X; ~). 
PROOF. By Theorem 11, A is uniformly dense if, and only if, L(A) = Cb(X; R). I 
DEFINITION 6. Let A C Cb(X; R) and f E Cb(X; R) be given. We say that A s t rong ly  
separates  the  Lebesgue  sets  o f  f if for everyr  _> 0, s _> 0, a < /3 and¢ > 0 such that 
a + ~ </3 - ¢, there is g E A such that 
{sf  < c {sg < + ¢}, >/3} c >/3 - ¢}. 
We denote by L¢(A) the set of all functions f E Cb(X; R) such that A strongly separates the 
Lebesgue sets of f .  By taking r = s = 1, we see that L¢(A) C L(A). 
THEOREM 12. Let A C CD(X; R) be a convex conic lattice. Then 
A = L¢(A). 
PROOF. It is easy to see that A C Lc(A). Conversely, let f E Lc(A). To prove that  fZ belongs to 
the uniform closure of A ~ in C(/3X; R), it suffices, by Theorem 3 (see [2]), to prove the following 
claim. 
CLAIM. For every quadruple (p, q; r, s) such that p, q E/3X, r > O, s > 0 and rffl(p) > sffl(q), 
there exists g E A such that rg~(p) > sgZ(q). 
Choose a </3 and s > 0 such that a+s  </3 -¢  and sf~(q) < a </3 < rffl(p). By Definition 6, 
there is g E A such that  that {sf  < a} C {sg < a+¢},  {rf  >/3} C {rg >/3-s} .  By Lemma 1, 
sg~(q) <_ a + ¢ and rgf~(p) >/3 - s. Hence, rgfl(p) > sg~(q). I 
COROLLARY 8. Let A C Cb(X; •) be a convex conic lattice. Then A is uniformly dense in 
Cb(X; R) if and only if the set A strongly separates the Lebesgue sets of each function f in 
cb(x; 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Let A be the set of all piecewise linear and bounded functions on R, with a countable and 
discrete set of nodes. Clearly, A is a lattice in CD(~; R), containing the constant functions. Let 
f E CD(]R; ]~) be given. Let a < /3 and s > 0 be given such that a+¢ < /3 -¢ .  Let F be 
the closed set { f  < a} U { f  >/3}. Its complement in R is a countable union S of disjoint open 
intervals. Let M be the countable set of all extreme points of such intervals. At all points of M f 
either takes the value a or/3. Define g as follows: if / = (a, b) is any interval belonging to S, 
define g(a) = f(a) and g(b) = f(b) and linear inside. If I = ( -~ ,  b) define g(x) = f(b) for all 
x E I ,  and if I = (a, +~)  define g(x) = f(a) for all x E I. Define g -- a on { f  < a} and g --=/3 
on {f_> /3}. Then { f  <a} C { f_<a} C {g <a+¢} and { f  >/3} C { f  >__/3} C {g> /3 -¢} .  
Now the nodes of g can occur only at M and so they are countable in number. The set of 
such nodes is discrete. Indeed, if x~ E M and x~ -~ x then g(xn) = f(xn) = a or/3. Hence, 
f (x)  = a or/3. Assume f (x)  = a, the case f (x) =/3 being similar. Then, for some open interval 
J = (x - 5, x + 5) we have f(t)  </3, for all t E J. Hence s E M A J implies g(s) = a. 
CASE 1. For some pair s, t E M, we have x - 5 < s < x < t < x + 5. Then g(s) = g(t) = a. 
Now g is piecewise linear and if g is not constant on Is, t] then there must exist u E M s < u < t 
such that  g(u) =/3. But u E J implies g(u) = a. Hence, x is not a node of g. 
CASE 2. Ma JC(x -~,  x]. 
Then for some s E M, x - 5 < s < x, and then g is constantly a on Is, x]. Now on (x, x + 6) 
there are no points of M and so g is linear in this interval. Hence, x is the only possible node 
o fg  in (s, x+5) .  
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CASE 3. MMJc  [x, xq -6)  
As in Case 2, we can conclude that  x is the only possible node of g in some interval (x -5 ,  t), 
with x < t < x +$.  
In any case, x cannot be a point  of accumulat ion of nodes of g. Therefore, the set of such 
nodes is discrete. 
Hence, g E A, and therefore, A separates the Lebesgue sets of any f E Cb(R; R). By Corol- 
lary 6, the set of all piecewise l inear and bounded functions on R, with a countable and discrete 
set of nodes, is uniformly dense in Cb(R; R). I 
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